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“For him who is joined to all the living,

there is hope. .

Ecclesiastes 9:4

The early response of our readers to Marshall

Massey’s three-part series on “The Defense of the

Peaceable Kingdom” (Part II appears in this issue)

has been enthusiastic and confirming: “Sometimes

a contributor to Friends Bulletin provokes so much
thinking that I’d like to write to commend Marshall

Massey and exchange further ideas, thanking him

and asking some questions.”

Eugene Meeting, Mary Etter reports, has created

this past year a committee on environmental con-

cerns and has forwarded a minute to Willamette

Quarterly Meeting and to North Pacific Yearly

Meeting urging minimal use of non-renewable

resources and the necessity of undertaking respon-

sibility for insuring a liveable earth as legacy for

our children. One thrust of their concern is to in-

clude in the writing of their Discipline queries and

advices on the environmental crises and Friends’

relationship to them.

Marshall Massey’s research has included the

discovery that in 1940 the “(probably) first volun-

tary, non-governmental organization of lay-people

in this country devoted specifically to the protec-

tion of the carrying capacity of the land—Friends

of the Land—was founded by a Pennsylvania

Quaker, Morris Llewellyn Cooke, as a vehicle for

a concern!” Over forty years later Friend Cooke’s

concern has evolved into a crisis about which we’re

attempting to educate ourselves and others. For

those among us who point the way, we are grateful.

As we began typesetting this issue, word arrived

of the death of Margaret Jump, Presiding Clerk of

NPYM and beloved Friend to many Friends. A
memorial meeting was held at Reedwood Friends

Church, Portland, at 8:00 p.m., March 17, 1984.

Her gifts of joy and discernment, her leadership

and courage have been special graces in our lives.

Intrepid traveler, farewell. . .

Shirley Ruth

[Drawing of "Subalpine Fir" by Ramona P. Hammerly
(page 123) reprinted with permission from Northwest

Trees, published by the Mountaineers, 715 Pike St.,

Siattle, WA 98101.]
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THE DEFENSE OF THE PEACEABLE KINGDOM
by Marshall Massey

Part Two: The Afflictions of Eden

The idea of the cycle—the closed, self-perpetuating process—is the most basic thing in ecological

science. It is not just the foundation on which ecology is built; it is also the floor, the walls, and the

roof—and, for good measure, it is the doors, the windows, the plumbing, the paint scheme, all the furni-

ture, and all of the appliances. As grammar is the hidden logic of language, as math is the hidden logic of

physics, as listening is the hidden logic of Quakerism, as love is the hidden logic of the heart: so is the

cycle the hidden logic of forest and field, hawk and primrose, the living ocean and each living cell.

Everything in ecology is circular. The round dance is the plot of the great Book of Nature. And there

follows from this fact a very simple truth: that when we talk about protecting the environment, caring

for the Earth, building for the future
,
without considering how the cycles work, we lie.

A few of the fundamental cycles wiil be familiar to anyone who has studied biology in school: the

oxygen cycle, for instance, which describes how oxygen enters our lungs as we breathe and combines in

our bodies with the food we have eaten to become carbon dioxide, and is breathed out into the air again;

and then, as carbon dioxide, is taken into plants, stripped of its carbon, and released as free oxygen for

us to breathe once more.

The carbon follows a complementary cycle—leaving our lungs as carbon dioxide, then being taken

into plants and becoming a part of their bodies; being eaten by animals and burned to become carbon

dioxide again, or becoming a part of their bodies instead, and entering the earth to enrich the soil when
they die.

There is a nitrogen cycle, a phosphorus cycle—a cycle for each and every element in the chemistry of

life. There is a cycle that describes how water moves through the system, evaporating from the oceans,

falling as rain, being taken up through the roots of plants, fusing with carbon in the plants to make sugar,

and so forth. So intimately are all these cycles linked, each must move in perfect harmony with the

others; if one stops, all the rest must stop as well; but in nature they never stop for long, and as the ele-

ments join here and disperse there, endlessly changing partners, all living things and all the spectacle of

nature come to be.

No single thing abides; but all things flow.

Fragment to fragment clings—the things thus grow

Until we know and name them. By degrees

they melt and are no more the things we know.

This bowl of milk, the pitch on yonder jar,

are strange and far-bound travelers come from far.

This is a snowflake that was once a flame—

the flame was once the fragment of a star.

The seeds that once were us take flight and fly,

winnowed to earth, or whirled along the sky,

Not lost but disunited. Life lives on.

It is the lives, the lives, the lives, that die .

1

The lives that die, though, are the cycles of a species: life after life, always a new one coming, like

waves on a shore. And there are other cycles that join the different species like links in a chain— the food

(Continued on page 116)
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cycle, for example, in which plant is eaten by herbivore, and herbivore by carnivore, and when the carni-

vore dies the little creatures that live in the soil return its atoms to nourish the roots of new generations

of plants. It is this sort of cycle, rather than the cycles of the chemical elements, that fascinates ecolo-

gists the most.

But food cycles and life cycles are as intimately linked to the cycles of the elements as the cycles of

the elements are to one another. Kill off the plants, and the oxygen cycle slows; help the water cycle

along with a spring and summer of good rains, and the fields will be rich with grains, the mice and birds

that eat the grain will multiply, and the snakes and foxes and hawks will flourish in their turn—the whole

food cycle will be strengthened.

Cycles within cycles: everywhere the ecologist looks, there are more of them. Within the food cycle,

for instance, there are endless smaller cybernetic cycles. Do away with the snakes and hawks and foxes,

for example, and the field mice will multiply out of control, devour all the edible plants, and die of hun-

ger afterward. The hawks and foxes are part of a cybernetic feedback loop that keeps the field mouse

population from getting out of hand.

Study enough ecology, and you will inevitably end up with the feeling that the world must be like a

sort of gigantic clock, in which all the countless cycles are like individual gears, pushing one another

round and round, making the hands of human civilization move. And this feeling is essentially correct—

that is the way the world works.

This gives us an insight into what the ecological crises our planet faces are really all about. If you pry

open the back of a wind-up clock, and stick in a finger to stop the motion of the flywheel, or bend one

of the gears so it won’t turn properly, the whole clock stops. The hands will cease to move. The ecologi-

cal crises are the same way: they are places where a crucial cycle, on which our civilization or our planet

depends, is under attack and may be destroyed.

Not all the cycles of the ecosystem are equally essential, of course. If the snail darter, or the black-

footed ferret, or the California condor, or the humpbacked whale, or the various kinds of rhino go extinct,

the world will be the poorer for their loss, but it will not end.

On the other hand, if the rains stop, our crops will perish of drought, and we will starve. If the oxygen

cycle is damaged badly enough, we will die of carbon dioxide overdose. If the nitrogen-fixing microorga-

nisms in the soil are killed off, the land will gradually turn to desert. If the beneficial predatory insects

that keep crop-devouring pests in check are all wiped out with pesticides, we will have to choose between
universal cancer and famine.

This idea that our lives depend on cycles that we are not directly a part of—and that ecological crises

are essentially places where these cycles are under attack—is a hard one for some people to grasp. We
don’t tend to think in terms of cycles. We think in linear fashion instead, and this makes it all the harder

to perceive how we are creating these threats to our future.

A splendid case in point is the attitude of the president of Dow Chemical—a powerful and influential

man named Paul Oreffice. A little more than a year ago, Mr. Oreffice appeared on NBC’s Today show,
where he declared that the dioxin his company pours into Michigan’s Tittabawassee River is nothing to

worry about because “there’s absolutely no evidence of dioxin doing any damage to humans except for

[a kind of skin rash] called chloracne.”2

Leaving aside the very real evidence that dioxin has ruined the health of Vietnam veterans and resi-

dents of Love Canal, and leaving aside also the fact that, weight-for-weight, dioxin has been found to be

150,000 times more poisonous than cyanide, there still remains the fact that Mr. Oreffice hasn’t even

bothered to consider what dioxin may be doing to other living things.

There is no question that dioxin is lethal to all life, and not just human beings: in 1976, when a cloud

of dioxin descended on the town of Seveso, Italy, after an industrial accident, a score of human children
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had to be hospitalized almost immediately; but rabbits, chickens, and other animals in the area died out-

right—by the hundreds—and virtually all wild birds in the area perished. Voles—little burrowing rodents—

captured near Love Canal in a recent scientific study showed signs of severe dioxin poisoning.

The Environmental Protection Agency has documented proof that dioxin is accumulating at dangerous

levels in the bodies of Tittabawassee fish. The evidence is that dioxin lasts practically forever in the natu
;

ral environment, poisoning each succeeding generation of creatures exposed to it. If it gets into the food

cycle to any significant extent, it will very likely poison human beings; but, what’s worse, if it makes its

way down to the ocean, it may very well help to disrupt the global oxygen cycle. (I’ll come back to this

matter later on.)

These are clearly things that Mr. Oreffice hasn’t considered at any length. The odds are that he figures

his company dumps its wastes into the river and that’s the end of that. This is the folly of linear thinking.

It is sometimes objected that the world is too large for us to have any real affect upon its workings—

that the great cycles like the global food cycle and the global oxygen cycle must be forever out of our

reach. It would be nice if that were so!

But we have to remember that there are 4.7 billion of us humans on the globe now (up from 4 billion

just eight short years ago), and that there is hardly a place left in the world where we are not busy making

our mark. All the tropical forests that seemed so forbidding to explorers a hundred years ago are being

chopped up for lumber and cleared away for farmland; pop cans and plastic bags have been sighted afloat

in the remotest regions of the Pacific. As we alter our environment to suit ourselves—draining swamps
and wetlands, tearing up coral reefs for souvenirs, diverting rivers, converting forests to tree farms, replac-

ing the wild herds of the plains with our tame cattle and sheep, laying bare the hillsides with our plows,

flushing our sewage out to sea, spewing acids into the sky, and poisoning whatever competes with us for

food—there is not one gear in the great world clock that we are not busy bashing away at.

So now we’re in the driver’s seat; our hands are on the controls. All the cycles of the ecosystem, all

the mechanisms that will kill us or keep us alive (depending on what we do to them) have been switched

over from “automatic” to “manual.” As long as we persist in the attitude typified by Mr. Oreffice’s

statement on the Today show, our situation is rather like that of the drunk driver speeding down a

winding road after dark who decides to switch off the headlights in order to rest his eyes.

This might actually be a very good time to look at the road ahead.

The Wasting of the Land

What do you do if you want to establish a farm in a wild place?

You begin by clearing the land. You chop down the trees; you clear away the brush; you bring in a

tractor to break up the soil
;
you chase away the animals. You destroy all the cycles of life that were

living on the land you \e decided to take over. And you replace those cycles with something linear—

a

straightforward process in which you raise things on the soil, harvest or slaughter them when they’re

grown, and ship them off to market.

This is equally true of croplands, of pasture and range lands, and of tree farms. The problem lies in

what we do to the soil when we exploit the land in this way.

Most people understand part of the problem from gardening and growing house plants: they know
that plants draw up many of the elements they need through their roots from the earth, and that unless

you replace these elements by adding fertilizer, the soil will become exhausted and the plants will start

to die.

The need for fertilizer is a sign of what is wrong. But except for small gardens and pots, adding fer-

tilizer does not, by itself, solve the problem. As ecologist Paul Sears pointed out long ago, good farm

soil is not just “an inert chemical material that you can duplicate as you would a form of glass;” it is

(Continued on page 118)
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“a highly organized growing thing,” the complex product of all the cycles that existed on the land before

we began to farm it. It has been created and replenished in large part by the bodies of the plants and

animals that have lived and died there. It has been held in place through the rains and floods by the tight-

ly-knit roots of grasses and trees, and kept moist and shielded from the wind by year-round above-ground

plant cover. It has been plowed, tilled, and mixed with air by burrowing creatures of many kinds.

All this ends when we take the land over for farming. We eliminate the burrowers, and must plow

mechanically, instead, so that the land can be loosened and our seeds take root. Our plows break up the

root system; both they and our harvesters strip the land bare to wind and sun, and pack down all the

soil bdow the top six inches.

Where we overgraze, the hooves of our herds cut up the roots, and their teeth expose the soil to the

wind and sun. Where we clear-cut a forest, we leave the land bare and unprotected.

In all these cases, the result is the same: wind and water erosion. The soil is lost. And unlike soil

exhaustion, this problem can’t be fixed with fertilizer; once the soil is gone, it’s gone. The rich topsoil

gives way to subsoil, which must be worked harder to yield a poorer crop. Eventually, as the land grows

sterile, farming gives way to grazing. With less and less plant cover, the land dries out; and as more and

more land grows dry, the climate dries as well. Ultimately only rock and desert remain.

The land’s carrying capacity—its ability to support life—has been destroyed.

This is not the only way in which carrying capacity may be lost. When farmers in hot climates irrigate

their land with slightly salty water, the salt gradually poisons the soil through a process of salinization.

Where people make the mistake of cutting all the trees on hillsides above fertile valleys, the denuded hills

lose the ability to hold the rain, and the result is flooding that destroys the crops and strips the soil from

the lands below.

Carrying capacity destruction is not inevitable. In a few places, such as England and China, careful

farmers have actually added to the fertility of their lands for century after century. But throughout

human history, the rule here (as in so many other regards) has been destruction. Salinization destroyed

Sumeria and Babylon. Soil losses reduced the lands around the Mediterranean from forest and lush grass-

land to near desert, and helped bring down the curtain on classical Greece and Rome. Soil exhaustion

put an end to the Khmer civilization and the Hohokam. Deforestation helped destroy the Greeks and

the Easter Islanders.

Throughout the world, dozens of nations are teetering on the edge of similar environmental disasters

today. Deserts are expanding at a tremendous clip in East Africa, the sub-Saharan regions, Iran, Pakistan,

Afghanistan, India and China, threatening the lives of more than 650 million people.4 In India alone,

more than 65% of the arable land has been degraded, and because of erosion, waterlogging and saliniza-

tion, more than half the degraded land is beyond redemption; had it not been for the loss of these lands,

India would be a food-exporting nation; but as it is, it is very close to economic and political collapse.5

Egypt is approaching widespread famine due to the ecological consequences of the damming of the Nile.6

Argentina and the U.S.S.R. have gone from being major food exporters to being net food importers—in

Argentina’s case, fortunately only on a temporary basis—despite relatively low population densities and

vast amounts of agricultural land; in both cases, part of the problem has been their lack of skill in working

their vast, fragile prairies.

In the world as a whole, some 75,000 to 80,000 square miles of formerly-productive agricultural land

are being lost each year—an area equal to the entire state of Nebraska. 7 The remaining agricultural land

is steadily losing productivity almost everywhere due to soil exhaustion and erosion. In many parts of

the world, the problem is complicated by rapid deforestation which has led to destructive downstream
flooding in Brazil, the Dominican Republic, India, China, and much of Southeast Asia, and which is lead-

ing to the replacement of formerly productive forests by wastelands and unproductive scrub throughout
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the Third World.

Even Europe is in trouble. Acid rain has already begun destroying forests and denuding mountainsides

in both Germanies and Czechoslovakia. Within fifteen years, large parts of these countries—and of Poland,

Sweden, Norway, France, Switzerland, Austria and Yugoslavia—will be essentially devoid of living trees.

Floods from the dead areas and acid poisoning of lowland soil will combine to wipe out harvests, and

since by that time the world’s food-exporting nations will have even less food to spare than they do now,

the result will almost certainly be famine.8

We Americans tend to think that such disasters cannot possibly happen to our own country, in our

own lifetime; the United States seems too big, too rich—look, we’re the single greatest food producer in

the world! Unfortunately, the United States also has one of the world’s worst records in regard to the

proper husbanding of its lands. Our future is nowhere near as safe as we think.

Nowhere is our past record of environmental idiocy more glaringly obvious than in the Southwest—

a

region which was never far from desert to begin with, and so was much too easy to destroy. Southern

California, southern Nevada, most of Arizona and New Mexico, southern and western Texas, western

Oklahoma, and bits of southern Colorado and southern Kansas all have been hard-hit. The area around

Ghost Ranch, where Intermountain Yearly Meeting gathers each year, offers a good example of what

we’ve been doing to ourselves—as writer Stuart Chase observed in 1936:

“The valley of the Chama River was once magnificent—red sandstone cliffs, cedar and pinon

trees, fine fishing streams, pine forests up the canyons. The trees in the headwaters were leveled;

the grass perished from overgrazing. The valley is now a desolation, gashed with gully erosion.

Silt threatens the great government dam at El Vado. Below Abiquiu, farm lands once rich are

today silt and sand waste below the ruins of fine old haciendas and chapels. Near Espahola ero-

sion is at its peak. Only two side streams remain. The rest of the country has been carved by

wind and water into the fantastic Santa Fe' marl—bright colors, wierd forms, ‘useless as the moun-
tains of the moon.’ . . . Towns and pueblos like Nambe, once surrounded by pasture, field and

orchard, stand dry and desolate on the banks of empty stream beds. La Ventana, which originally

supported a hundred prosperous families, now consists of three shacks.”9

But what has already been lost in this way is nothing compared to what could go next—the great Plains

and the dry Rocky Mountain valleys, a region amounting to 20% of the “original” 48 states. We nearly

lost it once already.

This is a region of high wind and little rain, where before the settlers came, the soil stayed on the

ground only because the tough native grasses kept it there. The settlers overgrazed the grasses; then they

began burning the land to “improve” the range; and ultimately, using special steel plows because ordinary

plows weren’t tough enough, they “busted the sod” for farming.

The result was the Dust Bowl of the 1930s, where the land gave up the ghost from Texas to the

Dakotas and from Colorado to Missouri, and the winds stripped as much as 300 million tons of topsoil

from the ground in a single day. Some 257,000 square miles of grasslands were seriously degraded. The

land was glued back down again only after years of struggle. Government workers planted great “shelter-

belts” of trees from Canada to Texas, to ensure that such a disaster would never happen again.

Less than 20 years after the shelterbelts were planted, the farmers began clearing them for plowland

once more. 1 0

We simply refuse to learn. Even in 1949, naturalist Aldo Leopold described how Wisconsin farmers

were ignoring all forms of conservation that did not offer them fast financial payoffs. “The net result,”

wrote Leopold, “is that we have. . . less soil, fewer healthy woods, and as many floods as in 1937.” 11 A
much more recent survey of Nebraska farmers found them utterly unworried by rates of erosion that

were already stripping an inch of topsoil from their lands every 12 to 15 years. 12

(Continued on page 120)
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According to U.S. Representative Ed Jones (D-Tenn.), the chairman of the House Subcommittee on

Conservation, Credit and Rural Development, and a man who is a genuine agricultural expert with a

career that goes back to 1934, soil losses in the Midwest were greater last year than in the worst year of

the Dust Bowl. And yet the Reagan administration chose early this year to slash fiscal 1985 funding for

soil and water conservation by $200 million! 13

The extent of the crisis of carrying capacity here in the United States does not become fully apparent

until you realize how very few parts of this country remain essentially intact and unthreatened. It is easy

to understand that the Southwest has been gutted, and the Great Plains are threatened: these were always

“marginal” areas throughout our lifetimes. By contrast, in the wet, lush states of the Southeast, the land

seems virtually indestructible.

Yet because of one or two centuries of reckless and irresponsible farming practices, much of the old

South’s topsoil has been lost forever. An extreme example can be found in Stewart County, Georgia,

where apathetic farmers allowed a single gully to grow unchecked until it had swallowed 40,000 acres

to a depth of up to 200 feet. But even where gullies never grew, the heavy rains of the region have strip-

ped much of the richness from the land. Today, the traditional high productivity of Southern farms

continues only because of the heavy use of fertilizers and pesticides—a practice that will become prohibi-

tively expensive in a few more years, when petroleum supplies run out. 14

The rich lands of the Mississippi valley have been similarly badly used. Salinization is ruining thousands

of square miles of croplands in Arizona and southern California. 1

5

Near most of our major cities, the

groundwater supplies on which many farmers depend are being rapidly poisoned to the point of useless-

ness by toxic waste leaching. 16

Overgrazing has returned to the dry lands of the West, this time with the blessings of the Bureau of

Land Management. 17 The U.S. timber industry has switched over almost entirely from selective logging

(a soil-conserving practice) to the highly destructive practice of clear-cutting—even on steep and unstable

slopes. 18 Strip mining, which destroys the soil for centuries and poisons agricultural water supplies for

miles downstream, has become our dominant method of mining coal. 19

At present the U.S. has about 550,000 square miles of cropland under cultivation. Suburban sprawl

and other forms of development have removed 40,000 square miles of our nation’s cropland—most of it

the very best we have—from cultivation, in just 15 years.20

Most ominous of all are the effects of air pollution. Both acid rain and toxic rain (rain laced with

toxic chemicals) are already killing off vast tracts of highland forest in the Northeast and in the central

Appalachians. Forests in Michigan, Florida, California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Colorado and New
Mexico are also seriously threatened. As in Europe, this is going to lead to catastrophic floods, accelera-

ted erosion, and the destruction of water supplies for cities below. The best of the “acid rain bills” before

Congress will reduce the quantity of acids produced by no more than 30%. 21

R. Neil Sampson, the executive vice-president of the National Association of Conservation Districts,

has made the startling prediction that we will be forced “to the limit of our supply of good land”—forced,
in other words, to work it all in order to meet demand—by “some time before [the year] 2000.

”

22 This

leaves us only 15 years before the real crisis begins.

Because once we reach Sampson’s limit, the demand for food will continue to grow, and there will no

longer be any sane way to meet it. If we expand the number of square miles we have under cultivation,

it will take us onto land that is too steep, or that suffers from poor soils, or that is prone to Dust-Bowl-

style blowouts—the land, in short, that cannot be relied on for any length of time. We will be forced

to farm such land anyway, of course, as our population expands and our existing farmland continues to

erode and degrade. But by 2050 we can expect to reap the consequences: a succession of bad years,

ecological disaster, and the beginnings of food rationing and/or starvation.

(Continued on page 121)



WHAT IS YEARLY MEETING?

YOU ARE INVITED

to the

38th ANNUAL GATHERING

PACIFIC YEARLY MEETING
of the

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

JULY 8- 14, 1984

SAN FRANCISCO YMCA CAMP
AND CONFERENCE CENTER

JONES GULCH ROAD
LA HONDA, CA 94020

(415) 747-0221

Yearly Meeting is what we make of it:

* It is a TIME to experience corporate worship

as the basis of our lives together; a time to

exercise our faith and work through the issues,

finding their resolution in the sense of the

meeting.

* It is a PLACE where we do our corporate

business in a Quakerly way; where the unique

light of each person can shine; where new inter-

personal connections can be made.

* It is a SPACE where the tightness of our lives

is opened, loosened, and where something fresh

and new can enter.

* It is a GATHERING of the family: old friends,

new friends, Young Friends and children.

* It is a COMMUNITY we build together, a

marvelous pot pourri of agenda items, worship-

fellowship groups, working groups, sharing

opportunities and joyful activities.

The annual gathering of Pacific Yearly Meeting

is for members, attenders, seekers, and their

families of the Monthly Meetings and Worship

Groups that make up Pacific Yearly Meeting.

Friends from other Yearly Meetings of the

Religious Society of Friends and the Wider

Quaker Fellowship are also welcome.

Dining Hall
,
Camp Jones Gulch, La Honda



PYM REGISTRATION-1984
Please read both sides of this page before filling out this form. Print in ink.

LAST NAME:
If your family has more than one last name, use one and write each family member’s last name with his or

her first name.

STREET:

CITY: STATE: ZIP:

Place an “X” on the day you will arrive and day you will depart:

Arrival day: (Su ) (M ) (Tu ) (W ) (Th ) (F
) Check if this is

Departure day: (M ) (Tu ) (W ) (Th ) (F ) (Sa ) your first PYM ( )

Complete one line for each family member attending PYM. Working group codes are on the back of this

form. Early morning and accommodation codes are at the right of this page.

First Names Sex Age

Work
Group

(2)

Eariy

Morn
Accom
Type

No. of Nightly

Nights Cost

X

X

X

X

X

X

ACCOMMODATION TOTAL:

CONTRIBUTIONS:

CHILDREN’S PROGRAM

JR YEARLY MEETING

LATE PENALTY:

TOTAL DUE:

25% DEPOSIT:

BALANCE DUE AT PYM:

Contributions: Please help with our children’s

and Junior Yearly Meeting programs if you can.

We budgeted $900 in extra contributions here.

Please indicate amount.

LATE PENALTY : 15% late penalty if

registration received after June 18, 1984

Deposit: A deposit of at least 25% of the

“Accommodation total” and all of the “Late

Penalty” is required. Full payment of “Total

Due” is encouraged.

Special Needs:



GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

The opening Yearly Meeting session begins at

2 p.m. on Monday, July 9, 1984. The closing

session ends at noon on Saturday, July 14,1984.

Committees meet Sunday afternoon, July 8,

and Monday morning. Each registration “night”

begins with supper and ends with lunch the next

day.

Housing and Meals: You may stay in dormitories

or camp at PYM. If you stay in a dorm, you

must take all three meals in the dining room. If

you camp you can elect to take three meals,

lunch or no meals in the dining room. Individual

meals will not be available. Vegetarian meals

will be available. All Friends eating in the dining

room will share set-up and clean-up tasks.

Each single sex dorm accommodates about 10

persons on bunk beds. However, we may be

able to assign some larger families to a single

dorm, and single parent families with young

children will be asked to share dorms. Couples

can assume they will not be assigned to the same

dorm. If there are people you wish to share with

or if your mobility is limited, please indicate

under “special needs.”

You must provide your own bedding, towels, etc.

FEES: One fee covers registration, lodging and

meals. The per person, per night fee is:

Code and Type Age

9 to 79 2 to 8&
over 79

A: dorm & 3 meals $24.00 $12.00

B: camp & 3 meals 19.50 9.75

C: camp & lunch 16.00 8.00

D: camp - no meals 12.50 6.25

F: day only (per day) 7.50 3.75

There is no charge for children under 2.

Subsidized Camping: In recent years all campers

have been subsidized by Friends staying in dorms.

This year, campers will only be subsidized when
necessary. If you cannot attend without subsidy,

subsidized camping, with no meals, is available

at a nightly cost of $8.50 (adult) and $2.75

(child). Code is “E ”

Refunds: If in doubt, register. Registrations can

always be cancelled or changed. Refunds will be

issued the last day of PYM or mailed.

Mail to: Joseph and Joanne Magruder

5819 Twelfth Avenue

Sacramento, CA 95820-2408

(916)455-0556

EARLY MORNING GROUPS

Please read before filling out registration form:

From 8: 15 - 9:30 each morning, we will have a

traditional children’s program, worship-fellowship

groups and unprogrammed worship as well as

new, experimental groupings. Please read the

options below for each person in your family

and make a note of your choice on this page.

Enter in the early morning column of the

registration form the correct code number for each

name listed.

All Friends above elementary school age are free

to choose among groups 6, 7, 8 and 9. High school

Friends need to decide whether to stay with their

age group or to join a cross-age group. We welcome

a wide range of ages within each group.

1 Babies up to two years

2 Pre-school group - ages 2 - 5

3 Elementary group - ages 6-11

4 Junior high worship-fellowship group

5 Junior Friends (high school) worship-

fellowship group

6 Worship-fellowship group which will meet

with babies or the elementary group for

one of your days in order to have a cross-

age experience of worship-fellowship

7 Worship-fellowship group which will meet

every day with an equal number of pre-

school children, experiencing worship and

fellowship together

8 Worship-fellowship (traditional)

9 Unprogrammed worship

Please be sure to indicate your choices on the

registration form so that we may know in advance

how many will be in each group.



HOW TO GET THERE
SOME AREAS OF FOCUS

WORKING GROUPS
Register for one from each series (example: B & F).

Series I

A Testimonies of our Religious Experience

Horror—responses to these times.

Hope—glimpses of a peaceable future.

B Issues in Equality: Race and Gender

C Central American Refugees and Sanctuaries

Series II

D Membership - Whither?: Meaning of member-
ship in the Religious Society of Friends

E Speaking Our Truth: Our Ministry to the

World. Reminiscent of How Does Truth

Fare Among Us?

F Religious Education: Nurturing Our Faith

INTEREST GROUPS (No preregistration)

Central American Issues

The Middle East

Economic Justice and the Mondragon Experiment

Friends and Domestic Violence

Becoming Acquainted—Friends General

Conference

National Legislative Issues in this Election Year

Gathering the State of Society

Opportunities in East-West Relations

SHARING GROUPS

Twelve Step Program

Women’s Sharing Group

Monthly Meetings and Mental Illness

Negative Experiences with Religious Institutions

Others as Requested

GUESTS

Among invited guests are: John Punshon,

Director of Woodbrooke (England); Lloyd Lee

Wilson, General Secretary of Friends General

Conference; Miguel and Molly Figuerola from

Costa Rica.

The camp recommends a route from the Bayshore

(101) Freeway. Go west on 84 at Redwood City,

left on Pescadero Creek Road, and then left on

Jones Gulch Road (at the sign for Sam McDonald
Park) and on to the camp entrance.

TRANSPORTATION

The Bay Area is served by train, bus and air.

There is no public transportation to La Honda.

Friends are urged to make their own arrange-

ments to be met, where possible. If assistance is

needed, contact PYM Arrangements Clerk, Micki

Graham-Newlin.

WEATHER

La Honda is located in the redwood coastal

range. Expect warm days and cool nights.

Bring warm clothing and a flashlight for the

evening!

ABSOLUTELY NO PETS!

Horseback riding will be available at individual

cost. (Minimum age for riders is still being dis-

cussed but may be as high as eight years of age.)

PYM ARRANGEMENTS CLERK:
MICKI GRAHAM-NEWLIN

3536 HAGEMAN
OAKLAND, CA 94619

(415)261-9679

PYM EMERGENCY PHONE SERVICE

La Honda Camp Office: (415)747-0221
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(The Afflictions of Eden: Cont. from page 120)

Once this point is reached—if we allow ourselves to reach it—further nasty factors will come into play.

Historically, whenever a civilization has reached the limits of its land’s productivity and been faced with

famine, it has tended to respond by working the remaining land ever more intensively. This, however,

gives the land no chance to rebuild, so that it degrades ever more and more quickly. The slide downhill

grows ever steeper. This is how civilizations fall.

So here is the first, and least, of the three great environmental crises. The key to understanding it

does not lie merely in recognizing that the many separate forms of carrying-capacity destruction all add

up to one big trend that could easily run out of control. The key lies in recognizing that the crisis exists

only because we are failing to fit ourselves into the natural cycles.

Every process of destruction I have cited is a simple problem of bad management. Solutions exist to

every one. Acid rain and salinization can be eliminated. Lumbering, mining, and farming practices can

all be rendered harmless. Desertification can be stopped; given time, it can even be reversed.

This crisis is fundamentally unnecessary

.

But it will happen all the same, unless those who can see it

coming are willing to act to prevent it.

FOOTNOTES

1. Poem by Titus Lucretius Cams; translator unknown. Quoted in Philip K. Dick, Counter-Clock

World (New York: Berkeley, 1967, 1974), pp. 53, 59.

2. Andy Feeny and Jim Jubak, “Dow and dirty ” Environmental Action, May 1983, p. 27.

3. Speech by Paul Sears in 1941 to the first annual meeting of Friends of the Land; quoted in Russell

Lord, The Care of the Earth (New York: Mentor/New American Library, 1962), p. 234.

4. A 1977 Conference on Desertification sponsored by the United Nations estimated 630 million

people were threatened at that time.

5. Statement of B. B. Vohra, chairman of Mrs. Gandhi’s National Committee on Environmental

Planning, to the International Convocation for World Environmental Regeneration, held in New
York City in early 1963. Quoted in “The Talk of the Town,” The New Yorker

,
March 14, 1983,

p. 40. “What can be done?” Mr. Vohra went on to ask. “Countries themselves don’t always know
the dangers they’re in.”

6. An understated description of the problem appears in Jacques-Yves Costeau et al. ,
The Cousteau

Almanac (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1980, 1981), pp. 175-6.

7. According to the pioneering calculations of Dr. Harold Dregne of Texas Tech University, published

in U.N. General Assembly, “Study on Financing the United Nations Plan of Action to Combat
Desertification; Report of the Secretary-General,” New York, Sept. 17, 1980; quoted in Erik P.

Eckholm,D<9VW? to Earth (New York: W. W. Norton, 1982), p. 141.

8. Cf. Robert H. Boyle and R. Alexander Boyle, Acid Rain (New York: Schocken/Nick Lyons Books,

1983), pp. 14, 34-5, 71-8; also Jon R. Luoma, Troubled Skies
,
Troubled Waters (New York: Viking,

1980, 1984), p. 58, and Philip M. Boffey, “Trees in Black Forest Showing Swift Decline,” TheNew
York Times

,
November 6, 1983, pp. 1, 4.

9. Stuart Chase, Rich Land, Poor Land: A Study of Waste in the Natural Resources ofAmerica (New
York: Whittlesey House, 1936), p. 111.

10. Paul B. Sears , Deserts on the March: Fourth Edition (Norman, Oklahoma: University of

Oklahoma, 1935, 1980), pp. 90-1

.

(Continued on page 122)
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1 1 . Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac, With Essays on Conservation from Round River (New

York: Sierra Club/Ballantine, 1949, 1966), p. 245.

12. Quoted by R. Neil Sampson in “Soil Conservation,” Sierra, November/December 1983, p. 43

(reprinted from American Land Forum
,
Spring 1982).

13. Joan Lowy, “Conservation officials gather in Denver, rip Reagan’s budget,” Rocky Mountain

News, Feb. 7, 1984, p. 9.

14. Sears, Deserts on the March, pp. 58 ff.; Chase, op. cit.

,

pp. 92-6.

15. Cf. David Sheridan, Desertification of the United States (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government

Printing Office, 1981); also Dennis Hanson, “The Colorado Complex,” The Living Wilderness,

Summer 1982, p. 34.

16. The Safe Drinking Water Act guards against germs but not toxic substances; the Clean Water Act,

which covers toxics, does not protect groundwater. Thus, many polluters are disposing of their

toxic wastes legally and cheaply by injecting them, untreated, directly into aquifers. Furthermore,

according to a study released by Citizens for a Better Environment and four other groups in 1983,

more than 100 billion gallons of industrial wastes are leading from disposal sites into groundwater

supplies across the U.S. each year. An EPA/Cornell University survey shows that 63% of all private

wells are now contaminated. And it appears that aquifer pollution will force the depopulation of

many areas, including Long Island and Cape Cod, within 30 years.

17. This is a major scandal among environmentalists in the West, but unfortunately most of the uproar

seems to be focused on the inexcusably low grazing fees rather than on the damage to the land.

18. Cf. Dale Burk, The Clearcut Crisis (privately published by the author, Rte. 2, Box 144B, Stevens-

ville,MT 59870, 1972).

19. Cf. Harry M. Caudill, My Land is Dying (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1971, 1973).

20. Source: The National Wildlife Federation.

21. Cf. Boyle and Boyle, op. cit.
;
also Frank O’Donnell, “Acid Rain Controls: Is There a ‘Sensible’

Compromise?”, Sierra, November/December 1983, pp. 32-8, and “Congress Takes Up Fate of

Clean Air,” NotMan Apart, October 1983, pp. 1, 6. I have derived the 30% figure by looking at

total reductions for sulfuric and nitric acids combined.

22. R. Neil Sampson, op. cit.

,

p. 44.
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Of Trees and Men

by Floyd Schmoe, University Meeting

He shall be like a tree planted by the waters,

and that spreadeth out her roots by the river.

Jeremiah 17:8

A man has much more in common with a tree than a

lumberman or logger would likely be able to understand,

let alone express in words.

To the lumberman, only certain trees capable of pro-

ducing a saleable product are likely to be of much interest.

He, or the logger he employs, could look at a tree, tell

you the name by which he calls it, estimate the kind,

quality, and amount of cordwood, pulp, or lumber this

particular tree might produce, and explain the methods

by which it could be harvested, transported and milled.

He could also give the approximate value of the finished

product and tell you its uses.

A well-trained forester could tell a great deal more.

Set him down blindfolded beside the tree and he could

give its proper and scientific names, most likely in Greek

or Latin (which might or might not be descriptive of the

species), estimate its present age and life expectancy-

granted, of course, that it does not fall prey to disease,

voracious insects, wind, lightning, earthquake, volcanic

eruptions, fire, or the logger’s ax.

He could also tell something of the tree’s ancestry and

name many uncles, aunts and cousins. The forester would

see the tree not as a lone specimen, but as a member of

a closely-knit community of trees known as a forest.

Trees, like men, prefer not to live alone. Although they

do not form pair relationships, they thrive best in

communities.

Even here they have preferences. Some trees seem to

“enjoy” only the company of like individuals and tend

to form “pure” stands, while others find comfort in mixed
company. Depending upon soil and climatic conditions,

mixed forests tend to stereotypes, as in human commun-
ities. For example, the “typical” North woods forest

is usually made up of the so-called oak-maple-elm assem-

bly; or if a bit farther north, a birch-maple-spruce com-
plex. In some areas pine and hemlock grow in small

stands within this hardwood forest; the pines on the

southern slopes and the hemlocks on the north and in

the deep valleys. Parts of the upper Lake States and
New York were once dominated by almost pure stands

of pine (the magnificent eastern white pine) and hem-
lock. Yellow pines seem to prefer pure stands. Lodge-
pole dominates certain areas of the west and ponderosa

other areas. Ninety percent of the trees in Yellowstone

Park are lodgepole pine, and the forests on the rim of

the Grand Canyon are almost pure stands of ponderosa.

As with people, the nature of the community influ-

ences the nature of the individual. If forced to grow in

the open, without the support of a forest situation, a

ponderosa tends to reach out, as well as up, and so

becomes a massive tree. Under forest conditions this

same tree would grow tall and slender with lateral

branches only in the crown or upper reaches of the tree.

The controlling factor, of course, is sunlight.

And, more importantly, our forester would then

speak of the tree as a member of the larger community

known as an ecosystem. So inter-related are the mem-
bers of this wider fellowship that few of its members

could prosper, and some could not survive, if isolated

from the rest. Even if the forester were a total stranger

to the area, he could describe the soil, site and climatic

conditions which produced the tree, the mean annual

temperature and average rainfall. He could make a good

guess as to the number of sunny days and cloudy days

each year.

If he remembers his plant physiology, he might de-

scribe the inner workings of this creation we call a tree,

and I’m sure that wonder would be in his voice, for what

he would tell would be almost beyond belief. Even he

would not fully understand it all.

A tree, he might say, appears to perform miracles. It

makes water flow uphill. In fact, a tree is like a stream

of water with its source in the earth and its outlet to the

sea. Actually it becomes part of earth’s vast water cycle,

lifting on a warm summer day tons of water hundreds of

feet from its outermost roots to its topmost branches

where, from pores in the leaves, it exhales the surplus

into the clouds.

To accomplish this colossal feat, several physical

principles combine their magic: osmosis at the tiny root

hairs, capillary attraction within the wood cells, surface

tension all along the way; and at the very tip of the high-

est branch in the crown of the tree, something called leaf

vacuum—a thirst generated by evaporation.

Water is the lifeblood of the tree. Like the blood-

stream of animals, it carries nutrients from the soil to the

leaves where it is packaged with sunlight into plant foods

and carried back, a rich sap, to every one of the millions

of individual cells which, like the cells of our body, make

up the plant structure.

But it is within the cells of green leaf and twig that

the real miracle is worked. Every tiny cell is a factory,

one indispensable unit of a vaster factory found in every

blade of grass and every green leaf over all the green
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earth, and in every diatom and algae throughout the blue

sea.

What makes the factory work is sunlight. In every

green cell there are minute “machines” called chloro-

plasts which contain the green substance chlorophyll.

Minute and innocent-looking, these little globules are the

one most important factor in making earth so different

from every other heavenly body known to man. They

hold the secret of life itself. And still, their method of

work remains one of nature’s best-kept secrets.

As an additional bonus, this amazing alchemy, photo-

synthesis, releases to the atmosphere large amounts of

surplus oxygen—the very air we breathe. So it is that

every living creature is totally dependent upon plant life.

In effect, all animals are predatory upon plants, though,

to my mind, it is a much more benign predation than

that which we inflict upon our fellow animals.

So, since the tree is the highest form of plant life, as I,

a human, am the highest form of animal life, it is my
obligation to pay homage to trees. Perhaps it is the poet

or philosopher, rather than the scientist, who can best

appreciate the tie that binds us to trees.

We have said that animals, including humans, owe
their very survival to the good offices of plants, including

trees, but it can also be said with equal truth that man,
with all other animals, was invented by trees and other

plants. For green plants invented, or discovered, nearly

all the physical systems and processes which make
animals function.

Before animals came into being, minute marine plants

developed the process of cell division which makes organ-

ic growth possible, and the methods of reproduction

which perpetuate life and give it diversity.

Although no plant equals the more highly developed

animals in sensitivity to external influences, it cannot be

said that plants are insensitive. Many plants and plant

organs react readily to stimuli in order to protect them-

selves from injury or to take advantage of favorable situ-

ations. Dr. Lewis Thomas in his remarkable book, The
Lives ofa Cell, says that “many of the cells of my body
are smarter than I am.” This is equally true of plant

cells, for every individual cell at its formation is aware of

its function. It “knows,” or the DNA within it knows,
whether or not its function is root, stem, leaf, flower or

fruit. Even more amazing is the fact that some cells

appear to have the ability to “change their minds,” as it

were, should occasion demand.
For example, the terminal bud of the lateral branch

of a tree “knows” that it is to direct the growth of the

branch outward in its search for light needed by that

particular branch, and the terminal bud of the “leader”

(that main branch stem which directs growth upward)

“knows” that it is to grow upward in search of light and

growth for the entire tree. However if, as often happens,

this tender terminal leader is in some way broken, one of

several lateral branches just below it will turn upward
and replace the leader.

No one knows how this comes about.

On the larger scale of human society and civilization,

the forests of the world have often played a vital role. It

was in the forest that our ancestors were shaped and it

was to escape from the forests that early man learned to

walk upright, to make and use tools, and finally, as herds-

men and husbandmen, to gain control of the means of

survival.

There have been times when forests covered much
more of the earth’s surface than they do today, though

even now one third of all temperate and tropical land

surfaces are forested, and these, because of their influence

on climate, their control of runoff and stream flow, their

value as wildlife shelter and recreational areas, and for the

production of wood, continue to contribute richly to the

physical comfort and pleasure of human beings.

As to spiritual values, how much more could also be

said. Beauty, emotional uplift, quiet and contentment,

are commodities whose worth is difficult to assess, though

no less tangible. Henry Thoreau, John Burroughs, and

John Muir sang more eloquent praise of trees than I ever

can.
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Book Review

by Carl Anderson, Strawberry Creek Meeting

The Study of War as a Contribution to Peace

by Wolf Mendl. Pendle Hill pamphlet 247

Amost nobody likes war, but most people support

some wars, anyway. How do we pacifists speak to this

majority opinion? We can usually get people to accept

our good intentions; however, it is much harder to get

people to see the wisdom of a general refusal to fight

wars.

In my opinion, part of our difficulty is that we do

not study non-pacifists closely enough. Thus, I was

delighted to see a new Pendle Hill pamphlet encouraging

us to do exactly that. Wolf Mendl is a Quaker and a

pacifist, yet he studies war. He warns against some com-

mon attitudes that weaken our case. For instance, wars

are not caused primarily by military-industrial complexes;

therefore, reining in such complexes will not eliminate

war. Some of us don’t seem to realize this.

The pamphlet, however, is not a masterpiece. I will

describe two limitations. First, Mendl tries to introduce

us to military thinkers such as Clausewitz, Sun Tzu, and

Kissinger. However, a clearer introduction is found in

the stimulating book, ,4 Policy for Peace, by the anti-

pacifist, Michael Carver (Faber and Faber, 1982).

Second, in his plea for rational study, I think Mendl

overstates his case. He says “.
. . a soldier has to. . . know

his enemy
;
not as an object of hate but as someone to be

taken seriously, whose strengths and weaknesses should

be studied quite dispassionately. We might apply the

same rule to the study of war.” Soldiers often believe

they are dispassionate; however, effective soldiers really

aren’t. They either hate, or they make themselves cold;

both are forms of passion. What the soldier must do is

prevent his hatred or coldness from causing him (for

instance) to think he is magically invulnerable to his

enemy’s machine guns.

The analogy for us is quite close. Like the soldier,

we will do better if our passions do not blind us to facts,

and if we undertake dispassionate study. God gave us

minds; it’s a shame not to use them. We should also

examine our passions; they don’t always reflect the Inner

Light. But we cannot do without passion.

Still, Mendl ’s pamphlet is a helpful step toward a

stronger peace testimony. It makes several useful points;

it is brief; and it shows that Quaker pacifists can usefully

study war.

Letters

Friends,

In reading Lawrence S. Apsey’s “Transforming

Power for Peace,” it comes across to me that Mr. Apsey

in particular and Quakers in general make heavy work of

peace. Quakers tend to think of peace the absence of

military strife and peace the absence of strife as the same

thing.

Prior to 1972, China was an enemy of the United

States. Mr. Nixon visited China with no more love in his

heart than any other politician and made peace (the

absence of military strife) between 800 million Chinese

and 220 million Americans. By this effort Mr. Nixon

made peace with more people than any Quaker before

or since.

A relationship such as we have with China with the

U.S.S.R. would de-fuse the arms race and permit a

greatly expanded trade and cultural interaction.

International strife is strife between governments.

Governments tease their citizens into a hating match so

that they will be prepared to do the nasty things neces-

sary for the defense or occupation of desirable areas of

the globe. The hating match between the U.S. and the

U.S.S.R. is needed by the two governments because of

the absence of mutually acceptable jurisdictional lines

between the U.S. sphere of influence on the globe and

that of the U.S.S.R.

Quakers are right not to be drawn into the hating

match but this does not impinge directly upon the

problem.

Sincerely,

John J. Runnings,

University Meeting

Dear Friends,

Bob Schutz’ article in the January Bulletin, “Unem-

ployment in the ’80’s,” fitted nicely with last year’s

theme in Southern California Quarter. We considered

“Money and Jobs from Friends’ Point of View.” Many
Friends are dissatisfied with the way people are organized

in jobs, the jobs which are available, the pay.

At present there are few Friends creating jobs, or

thinking about creating jobs. So it is not surprising there

are very few jobs of the sort Friends would like to hold.

Bob Schutz is doing some excellent thinking about

job creation, especially in a producer-cooperative struc-

ture. I would urge any Friend who is interested in such
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a job pattern, even if presently employed, to write to

Bob expressing interest. Maybe something will develop

which will bring much satisfaction to many.

Sincerely,

Paul Johnson, Orange Grove Meeting

Announcements

Help Fund Peace Education in Public Schools

The Children’s Creative Response to Conflict program

is coming of age. Two years ago Santa Cruz Friends

Meeting invited Priscilla Prutzman of the New York

CCRC Staff to teach and train staff for a Santa Cruz

CCRC program. The Meeting has been very supportive.

Our program currently supports a staff of four. Given

the enthusiasm with which we have been received by

Friends, teachers, parents, administrators and, especially,

by children, we are encouraged to continue.

In order to go forward, we need more than moral

support. We need money. The budget of our current

program, which includes six weekly public school class-

room workshops, teacher evaluations and training ses-

sions, plus salaries and administrative costs, averages

$500 per month.

The CCRC Committee, under the care of the Meeting,

has decided to establish a pledge system which will allow

members and attenders of our Meeting, and other friends

of CCRC, to commit a regular amount over a longer

period of time, thus establishing a small but dependable

financial base. As an added incentive, The Humanitas

Foundation will provide a dollar for each five dollar

donation we receive (up to $1,000.00).

Pledges and checks payable to Santa Cruz Friends

Meeting/CCRC may be sent to CCRC, 1 12 Peyton St.,

Santa Cruz, CA 95060.

PYM Secretariat Needs Information and Assistance

This year at PYM the Secretariat is facing new condi-

tions, new personnel. The ad hoc committee for the

Secretariat created at PYM last year has met several

times and would like to pursue some new possibilities.

We feel computers can be used in some instances, also

copiers (other than mimeo), and so we are putting out

an appeal for information and assistance. Your reply

should be addressed to Gary Wolff, 3913 North Earle

Avenue, Rosemeade, CA 91770 within two or three

weeks.

Have you any of the following which PYM could

borrow for the week of July 8 - 14?

Computer/Printer (what kind?)

Typewriter

Collator

Power Stapler

Copier (for small jobs)

If you can volunteer as a worker, what machines can

you operate? How much time will you give?

Soviet Relations Reader Available

A Soviet Relations Reader has been produced by
PYM’s East-West Relations Committee to serve as a basic

informational resource for Meetings. Included in the con-

tents are: a letter to Meetings from the committee,

reports of East-West consultations by Friends, Mennonites

and Brethren (1979, 1981
,
and 1982), and a series of out-

standing articles published between 1981 and 1983
which provide an understanding of the context and com-
plexity of US/USSR conflict.

This Reader touches only a limited aspect of East-

West relations. The committee may produce others.

Please give us the benefit of your criticism and comments.

Some copies of the Reader were purchased for Meetings

at Representative Committee. Additional copies may be

ordered from Herb Foster, 1 18 Miles St., Santa Cruz, CA
95060 (43 pp., $4.00 post paid).

1984 Institute for International Understanding

Economics and Human Values — Interdependence and

Intervention in the Americas

“Economics and Human Values” will be the subject

of the 1984 Institute for International Understanding to

be held Saturday, June 30th through Wednesday, July

4th at Whittier College. This program, sponsored by the

Southern California office of the American Friends

Service Committee, was renewed in 1982 after a long

hiatus and has been an extremely thoughtful and stimu-

lating experience. The focus will be on Latin America.

Among topics to be considered are: The national security

straightjacket and economic development, the debt bomb
crisis, values and change, and policy and individual involve-

ment. Faculty will include Gerald Mische, specialist in

economic development in the third world and co-author

of Toward a Human World Order: Beyond the National

Security Straitjacket'. Jack Powelson, Professor of

Economics, University of Colorado, member of Boulder

Friends Meeting, who has spent much of his career on
international assignments in the third world; and a Latin

American scholar or public figure. The program will

(Continued on page 128)
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Calendar

April, 1984

13 - 15

19-22

27-29

May, 1984

5-6

18-20

19-20

June, 1984

13 - 17

19-22

30 - July 4

30 - July 7

July, 1984

8-14

18-22

POSTMASTERS: SEND FORM 3579

Southern California Friends Conference

on Religion and Psychology, Rancho del

Cielo. Robert Johnson, leader.

“Peacemaking 1984 - 2000: What Will

It Require of Us?” Ben Lomond Quaker

Center. Leaders: Barbara Graves, Earle

Reynolds, Ira Sandperl, Ben Seaver.

Pacific Northwest Quarterly Meeting,

Cispus Learning Center, Randle, WA.
Tacoma Friends Meeting, hosts.

FRIENDS BULLETIN
3401 Clement St., Apt. 3, San Francisco, CA 94121

Second-Class Postage Paid at San Francisco, CA

Willamette Quarterly Meeting, Camp
Adams.

College Park Quarterly Meeting, Ben

Lomond Quaker Center, CA.

Southern California Quarterly Meeting

Spring Fellowship, Rancho del Cielo.

(Continued from page 127)

Inter-Mountain Yearly Meeting, Ghost

Ranch, New Mexico.

Quaker Theological Discussion Group
Summer Conference, Friends University,

Wichita, Kansas. *

AFSC Institute for International Under-

standing, Whittier College. (See announce-

ment this issue.)

include interest and discussion groups. Families are en-

couraged to attend and a children’s program is being

planned. Consider making this alternative Interdepen-

dence Day event part of your summer. For further

information: David Edinger, Institute Director,

American Friends Service Committee, P.O. Box 3307,

Pasadena, CA 91103-3307, (818) 791-1978.

Friends General Conference, St. Lawrence

University, Canton, New York.

Pacific Yearly Meeting, YMCA Camp,
La Honda, CA.

North Pacific Yearly Meeting, St. Thomas
Center, Seattle, WA.

Shaking the Tree

Vine and branch we’re connected in this world

of sound and echo, figure and shadow, the leaves

contingent, roots pushing against earth. An apple

belongs to itself, to stem and tree, to air

that claims it, then ground. Connections

balance, each motion changes another. Precarious,

* The conference cost is $50 for room, board, and

registration. Deadline for registration is May 15. Write

Donna Bales, Friends University Meeting, 1840 University,

Wichita, KS 67213 - or call (316) 262-0471

.

hanging together, we don’t know what our lives

support, and we touch in the least shift of breathing.

Each holy thing is borrowed. Everything depends.

Jeanne Lohmann
San Francisco Meeting


